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If color doesn’t add anything If color doesn’t add anything 
to a scene, then I take it outto a scene, then I take it out

 I often see photographers I often see photographers 
these days mimicking these days mimicking 
some of the old masters some of the old masters 
and turning everything into and turning everything into 
black and white, or some black and white, or some 
never bothering to make never bothering to make 
any. It can be frustrating any. It can be frustrating 
to see a great photograph to see a great photograph 
not live up to its full not live up to its full 
potential because of a lack potential because of a lack 
of thought into this issue.of thought into this issue.



    

Why Black and White?Why Black and White?
 Without any color, every area of a photograph starts on an 

even plane for the eye and so it makes forms, shapes, 
lines and contrast much more prominent and important.

 Figures can look more powerful and more dramatic. Faces 
and expressions are emphasized more.

 Blur and grain look much more pleasing in black and white. 
If you have a lot of color noise from shooting at a high ISO, 
then converting to black and white will fix this.

 Since a majority of old photography was done in black and 
white, it can help a modern moment feel classic and 
timeless.

 Photographs can seem more serious or sometimes more 
thoughtful.

 Patterns and textures can become more prominent or 
interesting. (Color can have the same affect as well.)



    

Why Black and White?Why Black and White?



    

Why Color?Why Color?
 Color can enhance a humorous or playful situation.
 Colors can enhance any mood if used correctly. Blues 

can help a photo feel more melancholy, reds more 
vibrant or angry, browns or muted colors more gritty or 
dreary.

 Color can be important to the message of the photo, 
such as the photo titled “Blonde”.

 Color can add focus to the main subject if it is in a 
prominent hue. On the other hand, if an unimportant 
object is the most dominant color in a scene then this 
can significantly take away from the focus in the photo.

 A play between two complementary colors can have a 
powerful affect on the dynamics of a scene.

 Colors can be important to a culture. 



    

Why Color?Why Color?
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How I Decided on a Few  How I Decided on a Few  
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My Verdict for “Catcall”: Color
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My Verdict for “Hands”: Black and White
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My Verdict for “Metal Head”: Color
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My Verdict for “Under the Manhattan 
Municipal Building”: Black and White



    

Once again, this is all subjective, so if you Once again, this is all subjective, so if you 
have any comments, questions or have any comments, questions or 

additional points, please add to the additional points, please add to the 
discussion or ask us about your own discussion or ask us about your own 

images.images.
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